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Ok… so there was election fraud, in Florida no less… we all
expected that. After all, this is the state infamous for its
hanging chad. More importantly, it is the state whose election
fraud – if you’ve been following the alternative research
field for some time – also gave birth to the first major
“study” of the problem, the Collier’s 1990s classic Votescam.
If  you’ve  not  read  it,  read  it;  it’s  an  eye-opener.  And
peculiarly, as all this rumor of vote fraud and recounts gets
under way, we have yet another shooting episode, this time (or
once again) in California. Now, with so many shooting episodes
going on, you’ll notice a complete absence of discussion in
the  lamestream  media  on  one  possibility:  mind  control.
It does exist, and if one grants the hypothesis that some
people  would  like  to  disarm  the  American  population
completely, then one way to do it would be to create the
climate of opinion to do so by staging such events utilizing
such mind-manipulated “Manchurian patsies.” (Just a thought.)
And while all this talk of recounts and discovered ballot
boxes and voters watching machines flip their votes, not only
do we have another shooting incident, but we have yet more
“California fires.”

There’s no question, at least in my mind, that those northern
California fires last year were “mighty fishy,” especially
when one saw so many burnt out homes and businesses, with
shrubs and trees mere feet from said burnt out homes and
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businesses, not only notburnt, but in some cases, with their
foliage intact and apparently not burned at all. How does a
firestorm  driven  by  winds  do  this?  Common  sense  says  it
cannot,  and  therefore,  one  is  looking  at  something  very
different  than  the  standard  fire.  Within  this  alternative
research field, many people suspected some sort of exotic
energy weapon (note I did notsay directed energy weapon), and
some went so far as to invoke the strange collapse of the
World Trade Center towers on 9/11 in this connection. Videos
quickly began to make the rounds showing burnt out building
after burnt out building, with nearby plant life alive and
well. One video even showed plants bent over, and “spiraled”
or in a few cases, “cooked from the inside out”, all telltale
signatures of microwaves.

This latest round of fires is mighty fishy to me, not only
given its timing – did Russia only hack half the election this
time? – but its circumstances.

Here’s a case in point that many people saw on Twitter, and
shared with me:

This is crazy… a steel and asphalt bridge is on fire and
buckled.  This  is  Mulholland  Ave  at  Troutdale  in  Malibu.
@CBSLA #WoolseyFire pic.twitter.com/5Dzco3gfOK

— John Schreiber (@johnschreiber) November 10, 2018

Now, I can “get” asphalt burning, and I can “get” a bridge
burning, and even buckling guard rails. But I cannot fathom
how it is doing this, while the nearby shrubbery appears to be
foliating quite happily untouched by consuming fire or heat.
Is  heat  somehow  being  conducted  through  the  Earth  at
frequencies resonant to guard rails and supporting I-beams?
Admittedly, that’s an end-of-the-twig high octane speculation,
but  the  seismic  activity  “up-tick”  in  recent  days  on  the
infamous San Andreas Fault may be related. I don’t know. I
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mention it because high octane speculation is what we do here.

So, I don’t know about you, but these latest fires seem to be
to be like a mackerel on a moonlit beach, they both shine and
stink, for it’s not only the timing of them that I find a bit
to  “convenient,”  but  the  circumstances  that  are  so  oddly
reminiscent of last year’s fires, and in that resemblance,
fishy as heck.

See you on the flip side…


